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ISOLATIONAND UNIFHCATION:
THE REALISTANALYSISOF POSSIBLEWORLDS
(Received 7 June 1996)

Realismaboutpossible worldsbearsanalyticalfruit.The prizeplum,
perhaps, is the analysis of modality, in particular,the analysis of
modal operatorsas quantifiersover possible worlds. But if the goal
is the elimination, and not just the systematization, of primitive
modality,it won't do for the realist simply to "takepossible worlds
as primitive." For, what sort of primitive is "possible world"? It
wears its modality right on its face! Nor will it do for the realist to
"take the worldmaterelation as primitive,"the relation that holds
between things inhabitingone and the same possible world. On a
realist account, 'possible world' and 'worldmate'are trivially interdefinable.No, the realistmust providean analysis of possible world
(and worldmate) - or forfeit the prize.

The modem championof realismaboutpossible worlds,of course,
is David Lewis; but a realist need not accept all of Lewis's "modal
realism."' The core of realism about possible worlds, I think, is
capturedby the following five claims. (1) Worldsexist.2 (2) Worlds
are individuals ratherthan classes, or functions, or mathematical
structures. (3) Worlds are particulars rather than properties or
universals. (4) Worlds are "concrete"in this sense: they are fully
determinatein all qualitativerespects. (5) Worldsare (for the most
part) mereologically complex rather than simple - for example,
many worlds have parts that stand in spatiotemporalrelations to
one another.3The mereologicalcomplexity of worlds suggests that
worlds can, and should,be analyzed.
How should the realist analysis of world proceed? Let reality
be the sum of whateverexists. Let logical space be that portion of
reality over which (alethic) modal operatorsrange, in other words,
the sum of possibilia. Thereare two tasks for the realist,two distinct
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problemsof demarcation.First,there is the problemof demarcation
for logical space:Wheredoes logical space end andthe rest of reality
begin?Whatis the criterionfor determiningwhichpartsof realityare
partsof logical space, and so ingredientsfor makingthe worlds?(Of
course, if logical space is the whole of reality- if, for example, there
mathematicalentities,no transcendentaluniversals
areno "4abstract"
- then this problemdoesn't arise.) Second, there is the problem of
demarcationfor the worlds themselves: Where does one world end
and anotherbegin? What is the criterionfor determiningwhen two
(or more)partsof logical spacearepartsof one andthe same world?I
believe thatbothproblemscam be satisfactorilysolved. In particular,
criteriaof demarcationcan be found that do not rely upon anything
modal - a prerequisitefor the eliminationof primitivemodality.In
this paper,I discuss only the demarcationof worlds.
David Lewis has tackledthe problemof demarcationfor worlds.4
The basic strategyfor a solutionis this. Some regionsof logical space
are unified;the maximalsuch unifiedregions are the worlds. On this
basic strategy,Lewis andI agree. But I disagreewith Lewis over two
substantialissues having to do with the mannerof unification.First,
for Lewis, all worldsareglobally unified(oralmostglobally unified):
at any world, (almost)every partis directlylinked to (almost) every
other part.5I hold instead that some worlds are locally unified: at
some worlds, parts are directly linked only to "neighboring"parts.
I have discussed local unificationelsewhere (with respect to spatial
andspatiotemporalrelations);here I cover the issue only in passing.6
Second, for Lewis, each world is spatiotemporallyunified; every
world is spatiotemporallyisolated from every other.7I hold instead:
a worldmay be unifiedby non-spatiotemporalrelations;every world
is absolutely isolated from every other.If I am right with respect to
(either or both) of these issues, then Lewis's conception of logical
space is impoverished:perfectlyrespectableworlds are missing.
I will proceed as follows. First, in orderto properlyframe these
disputes, I need to introducesome basic metaphysicalmachinery.
Second, I develop notions of isolation and unification, and the
analysis of world in terms of them, with sufficient generality to
allow for locally unified worlds. Third,I give my argumentagainst
Lewis's requirementthatworldsbe spatiotemporallyunified.Fourth,
I presentan alternativeanalysiswhich allows for non-spatiotemporal
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unificationof worlds, and I defend it in detail, firstagainstan objection raised by Lewis, then against five furtherobjections. Fifth and
finally,I briefly discuss how the problemof demarcationfor worlds
is relatedto the problemof "islanduniverses."
I

To start,I need the distinctionbetweenthefundamentalor (perfectly)
naturalpropertiesand relations,andthe rest.8The naturalproperties
and relations are those that correspondto immanentuniversals or
tropes, if there are universalsor tropes. They make for qualitative
similarity:if two things instantiatethe samenaturalproperty,or each
divides into parts that stand in the same naturalrelation, then the
things are objectively similarin some qualitativerespect.Moreover,
the qualitativesuperveneson thenatural:fixing the naturalproperties
andrelationssufficesto fix all the qualitativepropertiesandrelations.
In terms of naturalness,a numberof indispensablemetaphysical
notions can be defined. I will be brief. Things are (intrinsic, qualitative) duplicates just in case there is a similarity map from one
to the other: a one-to-one correspondencebetween their parts that
preserves all naturalpropertiesand relations (and the part-whole
relation). An intrinsic nature is a propertyhad by all and only the
duplicates of some thing. An intrinsic propertyis one that never
differs between duplicates;a propertyis extrinsicjust in case it is
not intrinsic.An internalrelationis a relationthatsuperveneson the
intrinsicnaturesof its relata. Having-the-same-mass-asis an example of an internalrelation,assumingthe mass propertiesare intrinsic.
An externalrelationis one thatalthoughit fails to superveneon the
intrinsicnaturesof its relata, does superveneon the intrinsicnatures
of its relata, and of the fusion of its relata.9 Being-adjacent-tois
an example of an externalrelation:whethertwo things are adjacent
to one another is not determinedby their intrinsic natures, taken
separately,but it is determinedif one also takes into account the
intrinsic natureof their fusion. A relation that is either internalor
externalis intrinsic;all othersare extrinsic.Note thatit is built into
the definitionsthatall naturalpropertiesand relationsare intrinsic.
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II
Now we arereadyto begin ourtaskproper:to defineisolation,and in
termsof isolationto analyzethe notion of world.Isolation,I take it is
to be characterizedin termsof the holdingor failing to hold of certain
naturalexternal relations. But which relations? Different choices
yield differentnotions of isolation. For the sake of generality,I first
presentthe definitionsin the form of a schema. Let F be a family of
naturalexternalrelations.Two partsof logical space are F-isolated
if and only if they are non-overlapping,and no partof one standsin
any relationfrom F to any partof the other.A partof logical space
is F-connected (or F-unified) if and only if it is not the sum of two
F-isolated parts;otherwise it is F-disconnected (or F-disunified).
Two parts of logical space are (directly or indirectly)F-related if
and only if some F-connected part of logical space includes them
both. Note that partsof logical space can be (indirectly) F-related
even thoughthey are F-isolated, and so not relatedby any member
of F. (An illustrationfollows shortly.)
Worldscan now be analyzedschematicallyin termsof F-connectedness: a differentanalysis results for each choice of F. A world
is any maximal F-connected part of logical space; that is, an Fconnectedpartnot properlyincludedin any other F-connected part.
It follows from the analysis thatany two worlds are F-isolated from
one another,and,in particular,thatno two worlds overlap.10Finally,
parts of worlds are worldmatesif and only if they are part of the
same world, if and only if they are F-related. Since worlds do not
overlap,the worldmaterelationis an equivalencerelationover parts
of worlds.
Worldsmay be unified to a greateror lesser degree. At one end
of the spectrum,we have globally F-unifiedworlds at which no part
is F-isolated from any other part. At a globally F-unified world,
points of spacetime (if such exist and are mereologically atomic)
are directly linked to one anotherby some naturalrelation in F,
presumably,by some external relation of spatiotemporaldistance
(interval).At the otherend of the spectrum,we have locally F-unified
worldsat which the only partsthatarenot F-isolated areoverlapping
or adjacentparts.11(The F-isolated partsare nonethelessF-related
in virtue of belonging to a single F-connected region of logical
space.) At a locally F-unified world (with continuous spacetime),
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distinctpoints of spacetimeare F-isolated (being non-adjacent),and
so are not directly linked by any naturalrelationin F; relations of
spatiotemporaldistance are extrinsic, ratherthan external,because
the distancebetweenpointsdependsuponthe interveningspacetime,
upon the lengths of paths from one point to the other.12
Lewis does not allow for locally unified worlds. Let me recast
his account within my frameworkfor purposesof comparison.For
Lewis, worlds are maximal F-interrelatedregions of logical space,
where F-interrelatednessis defined narrowlyas follows: a part of
logical spaceis F-interrelatedif andonly if everypartstandsin some
relationfrom F to every other (non-overlapping)part.13For Lewis,
then, interrelatednessis the only kind of unificationfor worlds: all
worlds are globally unified. That worlds are F-isolated from one
another,and never overlap,cannotbe proven on Lewis's account;it
is a substantialextrapostulate.

III

What should we take F to be in the analysis-schemafor world?
According to Lewis, F is the family of naturalspatiotemporalrelations:worldsaremaximalspatiotemporally unifiedregionsof logical
space; all and only worldmatesare spatiotemporallyrelated.14 But
this proposal,I think,is open to a decisive objection.Physicistshave
often speculated, in trying to make sense of quantummechanical
mysteries such as wave-particleduality,that spacetimeis not physically fundamental,that the spatiotemporalrelationsholding at the
"macroscopic"level are reducible to more fundamentalproperties
andrelationsholding only at the "microscopic"level, in the way that
say, relationsof chemical bondingare reducibleto more fundamental physical propertiesand relations.Moreover,it may be that none
of the fundamental,(perfectly)naturalrelationsareeven structurally
analogous to the spatiotemporalrelations.Suppose this speculation
is true. Then, had the fundamentalphysical laws or the "initial"
conditions been otherwise than they are, there might have been no
spacetimeat all, just as had the physical laws or "initial"conditions
been different, atoms might never have clumped into molecules.
If logical space is to make room for these possibilities, there must
be worldsthatareunifiedby non-spatiotemporalrelations.Indeed,if
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actual spatiotemporalrelations hold only at the "macroscopic"
level, then not even the actualworld is spatiotemporallyunified:the
"microscopic"partsof actualitystandin no spatiotemporalrelations
to anything,just as quarksstand in no relations of chemical bonding. Lewis's analysis, by requiringthat worlds be spatiotemporally
unified,in effect rules out the physicist's speculationa priori. That's
not right. Any possibility for actualitymust find a place in logical
space. Lewis's conception of logical space, then, is too naiTow.'5

IV

In the analysis of world, the family F must containnaturalexternal
relationsthat are not spatiotemporal.But which ones? It would be
arbitrary,I think,to include some while excluding others.I propose,
then, thatwe take Y to containall naturalexternalrelations:worlds
are maximalexternallyunifiedregions of logical space; all and only
worldmatesare externallyrelated.Worldsare absolutely isolated in
this sense: no partof one is (directlyor indirectly)externallyrelated
to any partof another.Lewis considersthis proposal,but thenrejects
it (tentatively)for a reason I find unconvincing. In what follows, I
will first present and respondto Lewis's objection, and then, more
briefly,to five other objectionsthatnaturallycome to mind.
Lewis bases his objection on the case of relational charge.
Suppose, as can be argued on physical grounds, that the charge
properties, such as having-unit-positive-charge,and having-unitnegative-charge,are not intrinsic.'6Suppose instead that there are
natural external relations of like-chargedness, and oppositechargedness(and, perhaps,of all ratiosof chargedness);all the facts
about charge supervene on the holding or failing to hold of these
relations. If this is the case, a charged particle and its anti-matter
twin - say, an electron and a positron- may be intrinsicallyexactly alike; they differ relationally,however, in that whenever one is
like-chargeda given particle,the otheris opposite-chargedthatsame
particle.
Now, the case of relationalcharge, Lewis thinks, makes trouble
for the absolute isolation of worlds. He writes: "Could two
particlesin differentworlds standin these externalrelationsof likeand opposite-chargedness?So it seems, offhand;and if so, then the
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[proposal]fails."'7 But this offhandjudgment can, and should, be
resisted.It is a holdover,I suspect, from the (more customary)view
thatcharge is intrinsic.On thatview, of course, transworldcomparisons of chargearealways meaningful.But on the view thatchargeis
relational,it is unnecessaryandgratuitousto supposethattransworld
comparisonsof chargearealways meaningful,or thatthe fundamental chargerelationsever link world to world.The actualdistribution
of charge,and the laws it obeys, are determinedby intraworldrelations of charge at the actual world; the possible distributionsof
charge,andthe possible laws, aredeterminedby intraworldrelations
at other possible worlds. Whereforethe suppositionof transworld
relationsof like- and opposite-chargedness?
Might transworldrelations of charge be needed to individuate
possibilities, to avoid conflating possibilities that, intuitively, are
distinct?Considerthese possibilities. It is possible thatthe world be
just as it is except for the additionof a single electron;or,it is possible
that the world be just as it is except for the addition of a single
positron. Surely, these possibilities are distinct. But the objector
asks, on the relational account of charge, what could distinguish
them other than the fact that, accordingto the firstpossibility, there
is an extraparticlelike-chargedactualelectrons,whereas,according
to the second possibility,there is an extraparticleopposite-charged
actualelectrons?
The possibilities are distinct,all right,but no transworldexternal
relationsof chargeare needed to distinguishthem. At worlds where
the possibilities are realized,thereare particlesthatare counterparts
to our actual electrons, particles that play the same role vis-a-vis
theirworldas the electronsplay vis-'a-visours.This determinationof
counterpartsrests upon global comparisonsof similarity;it requires
only the holding of internal,not external,relationsbetween worlds.
The two possibilities can then be distinguishedas follows: one is
realized at worlds containingsome particlethat is not a counterpart
of any actual particle, and that is like-chargedits worldmatesthat
are counterpartsof actual electrons; the other is realized at worlds
containingsome particlethat is not a counterpartof any actualparticle, and is opposite-chargedits worldmatesthat are counterparts
of actualelectrons. Only intraworldrelationsof like- and oppositechargednessever come into it.
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But the objector persists, consider these possibilities. It is possible that nothing exists but a single electron;or, it is possible that
nothingexists but a single positron.If these possibilities are distinct,
the objectorcontinues,they can only be distinguishedby transworld
extermalrelations of charge. But the relational account of charge,
as I understandit, can and should deny that these possibilities are
distinct.After all, a world realizing the firstpossibility and a world
realizingthe second are exact qualitativeduplicates.What independent groundscould therebe for distinguishingthem?
I can think of one other way of arguingfor transworldexternal
chargerelations.Considerthe following plausibleprinciple:if some
naturalrelation, or family of naturalrelations, has some general
structuralfeatureat every world, then it has thatfeaturesimpliciter.
For example, if some naturalrelation is necessarily symmetric, is
always symmetricbetween worldmates,andif (contraryto my view)
it holds also between non-worldmates,then it is always symmetric
between non-worldmates.For, if the necessary symmetrydoes not
(somehow) come from the nature of the relation, whence does it
come? To deny the principlewould be to impose arbitrarynecessities
not groundedin the naturesof things. Now, the relevant structural
featureof the family of externalchargerelationsis this. At any world,
the chargerelationsare universalover their field of application:if a
stands in some charge relation to something, and b stands in some
chargerelationto something,thena standsin some chargerelationto
b. But then,the argumentgoes, takinga andb to be chargedparticles
in differentworldswith relationalcharge,the principledemandsthat
therebe some transworldexternalchargerelationbetween a and b.
I do not dispute the principle, but I reject the argument.I deny
that at every world, the family of external charge relations is universal over its field of application.Perhapsthat holds at the actual
world. But then it holds contingently,as a matterof physical law. I
accept a principle of recombinationfor relations:any naturalrelation, or family of naturalrelations,can be instantiatedin any pattern
whatsoever.'8Thus, at some worlds,two things standin chargerelations to otherthings,but not to one another.The argumentnever gets
off the ground.
I know of no other argumentthat supportstransworldexternal
relations of charge. They can be rejected, I think, with impunity.
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But there are otherobjectionsto the view thatworlds are absolutely
isolated. I will briefly consider five. The first three are easily dealt
with; the last two are potentiallymore serious.
Objection.According to realists, we are related to other worlds by
our thoughts, for example, whenever we contemplate what might
have been. Then, with us as intermediaries,these other worlds are
linked by a unifying chain. They are not absolutelyisolated.
Reply.Ourthoughtsrelateus to otherworlds,all right,butnot by way
of any naturalexternalrelation.Rather,our mentalrepresentations,
which are part of the actual world, stand in relations of similarity
to the worlds they represent,and these similarity relations, being
internal,areno threatto absoluteisolation.In short,we arerelatedto
otherworlds,not by any sortof acquaintance,butonly by description.
Objection. There is no such thing as absolute isolation: any two
things standin the externalrelationof non-identity.Every plurality,
then, is unifiedby externalrelations.19
Reply. Indeed, non-identity comes out external according to the
definition.20But non-identity is not a naturalrelation;it does not
make for qualitative similarity.21If it did, then every composite
individual would be qualitativelysimilar to every other composite
individualin virtueof being composed of non-identicalparts,which
is absurd. Moreover, for any naturalrelation, there are worlds at
which distinct things fail to stand in that relation, which is absurd
when applied to non-identity.Finally, for any naturalpropertyor
relation, the negation of that propertyor relation is not natural:its
instances are too miscellaneous to make for qualitativesimilarity.
But identity and non-identitywould have an equal claim on being
natural,which disqualifiesthem both. Identityand non-identityare
properlyclassifiedas logical relations;they arenot qualitative,much
less (perfectly)natural.22
Objection.There is no such thing as absolute isolation if mereological composition is unrestricted.For then parts of differentworlds
are always unifiedby the transworldfusions that include them.
Reply. This objection can be handled along the same lines as the
preceding. The relation of part to whole, though external, is not
natural;mereologicalrelations,no less thanidentityandnon-identity,
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are properlyclassified as logical. As such, they have no power to
unify. In particular,a transworldfusion cannot serve as a unifying
intermediatelink between its worldboundparts:any such link would
have to be wholly distinct from the parts that it unifies, which the
fusion is not.
Objection.There can be no absolute isolation if class formationis
unrestricted.For then partsof differentworlds are always unifiedby
the transworldclasses of which they are members.
Reply. I grantthatclasses, as ordinarilyconceived, make troublefor
the absolute isolation of worlds. Classes are wholly distinct from
their members. Transworldclasses, then, unlike transworldsums,
seem able to serve as intermediatelinks in a unifying chain. Can
we say that the membershiprelation, though extemal, is not natural?Indeed, membershipimposes necessary connections that violate principlesof recombinationfor naturalrelations.But if membership is not natural,what is it? Unlike part-whole,it does not seem to
be properlyclassified as logical. Theredoesn't seem to be anything
coherentfor it to be!
I see two options. The more radical option is to reject classes
outright.This optioncarrieswith it the substantialburdenof showing
how essential uses of classes - for example, in semantics- can be
accomplishedby othermeans.23
A more conservative option is to invoke Lewis's mereological
theory of classes: a class is the fusion of the singletons of its members;the singletonrelation,not membership,is (perfectly)natural.24
On this option, the objection involving transworldclasses can be
assimilatedto the objection involving transworldsums. Partsof differentworldsare,indeed,linkedto theirsingletons;no problemthere,
the singletons are confined each to their own world. Are the singletons linked to one another?No; the singletons are no more linked
to one anotherby way of the transworldset thatincludes them, then
the partsare linked to one anotherby way of their transworldsum.
Thereis no unifying chain from world to world. But thereis a catch.
For this reply to work, the transworldsets cannot themselves have
singletons.I don't thinksuch singletonswill be muchmissed. Within
each world, the entire set-theoretichierarchycan be constructed.
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Objection. Universals unify their instances. If the instantiation
relation is the relation of whole to part, then universals unify by
overlap.If the instantiationrelationis some non-mereologicalexternal relation, then universals are an intermediatelink in a unifying
chain.Eitherway,partsof differentworldsarenot absolutelyisolated
when they instantiatethe same universal.
Reply. I grantthatuniversalsmake troublefor the absoluteisolation
of worlds. But I would argue,universalsare to be rejectedon independentgrounds. I lean, instead, towardsa theory of tropes. When
partsof differentworlds instantiatethe same naturalproperty,each
world has as a partits own particulartrope.These tropes are duplicates of one another;they are intemallyrelated.Thereis no threatto
absoluteisolation.
v

The view thatworldsmaybe unifiedby non-spatiotemporalrelations,
I have argued,is needed to allow for the possibility that spacetime
isn't fundamental.There appears to be a second advantageto the
view. Consider the following question. Is it possible that physical
realitydivides into two or more spatiotemporallyisolated parts,into
so-called "islanduniverses"?I join a chorus of others in answering
"yes."25Perhaps we could never have good reason to believe we
inhabitedone such island among many; but it is possible nonetheless. Lewis's criterionof demarcation,however, leads him to reject
the possibility: all worlds are spatiotemporallyunified;so no world
divides into spatiotemporallyisolated parts;assuming the standard
analysis of possibility as truthat some world, it follows that spatiotemporallyisolated island universesare impossible. The criterion
of demarcationI am defending, on the other hand, allows the possibility to be easily accommodated.If worlds may be unified by
non-spatiotemporalrelations, there is nothing to exclude a world
that divides into parts,each spatiotemporallyunified, but each spatiotemporallyisolatedfromthe others,a worldwith islanduniverses.
This advantage for my view, however, is more apparentthen
real. Argumentsthatsupportthe possibility of spatiotemporallyisolatedpartsoften supportwith equalforce the possibility of absolutely
isolated parts. The view that worlds are externally unified does no
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the latterpossibilitythanthe view that
betterat accommodating
theforunifieddoes at accommodating
worldsarespatiotemporally
mer.Theproblemof absolutelyisolatedislanduniversesis stillwith
of thecriterionof
us. Shouldwe, then,seeksomefurtherbroadening
forworlds,onethatgivesupon theideathatworldsare,
demarcation
in any sense,unified?I thinknot. The best solutionto the problem
of islanduniverseslies elsewhere.26'27
NOTES
1 On Lewis's brandof realism,thereis no absoluteactuality:the actualworld and
the merely possible worlds are ontologically all on a par.I find that implausible,
perhapseven incoherent.I would argue, contra Lewis, thatrealism with absolute
actualityis a viable alternative.The fullest presentationand defense of Lewis's
realismis in Lewis (1986), passim.
2 I use 'world' and 'possible world' interchangeably;for the realist (excepting a
few deviants), there are no "impossibleworlds."I use 'exist' without restriction
to cover everything"real,"with any sort of "being."
3 I assumefamiliaritywith mereology,the theoryof partand whole. In particular,
I assume unrestrictedmereologicalcomposition:for any things whatsoever,there
is a (mereological)sum, or fision, of those things, the least inclusive thing that
includeseach of those things as a part.
4 In the section entitled "Isolation"in Lewis (1986), pp. 69-81.
S This follows from Lewis's claim thatthe unifying relationsare"pervasive."See
Lewis (1986), p. 76.
6 See Bricker (1993). I argue that if Einsteinianrelativity is true (on its most
naturalinterpretation),then we live in a locally unified world. Such worlds had
betterbe possible!
7 Actually,Lewis holds that worlds may also be unifiedby whathe calls analogically spatiotemporalrelations - relations appropriatelyanalogous to the actual
spatiotemporalrelations.Since this complicationwon't matterfor what follows, I
will simply use 'spatiotemporal'broadly so as to include what Lewis calls "analogically spatiotemporal."See Lewis (1986), pp. 74-6.
8 In this paragraphand the next, I more or less follow Lewis (1986), pp. 59-63.
9 More precisely, say that a(n) (ordered) pair <a, b> and a(n) (ordered)pair
<c, d> are internal duplicates iff a is a duplicate of c and b is a duplicateof d;
external duplicates iff, in addition, the composite of any similaritymap from a
to c and any similaritymap from b to d induces a similaritymap from the fusion
of a and b to the fusion of c and d. Then, an internal (dyadic) relation is one,
the holding of which never differs between pairs that are internalduplicates;an
external(dyadic)relationis one thatis not internal,but the holding of which never
differs between pairs that are external duplicates. (Analogously for relations of
threeor more places.)
10 Proof. Let W and V be two worlds, two maximal F-connected partsof logical
space; and suppose, for a reductio,that W is not F-isolatedfrom V. Claim:W + V
(the sum of W and V) is 1-connected, violating the maximalityof W or of V. For
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consideranyZ and Y such thatZ + Y= W+ V. Thereare two cases (by mereology).

(1) Wand/orV overlapsbothZ andY;thenZ is not F-isolatedfromYowingto
the F-connectedness of W and/or V. (2) W = Z and V = Y or W = Y and V = Z;

thenZ is not F-isolatedfromY since,by assumption,W is not F-isolatedfrom
V.Therefore,in all cases,Z is not F-isolatedfromY,andW+ V is notthesumof
two F-isolatedparts;thatis, W+ V is F-connected,as was to be shown.
1l Topologically
speaking,tworegionsareadjacentiff theyarenon-overlapping,
butone containsa boundary
pointof theother.(Forexample,on therealline,the
openinterval(0, 1) is adjacentto the closedinterval[1, 2], but not to the open
interval(1, 2).) Onlyworldswithtopologicalstructure
canbe locallyunified.
12 In Bricker(1993), I arguethatdistancerelationsare extrinsic,ratherthan
external,at (some)worldswithcontinuousspacetime.
13 See Lewis(1986),p. 70. On p. 76, Lewisallowsthatsomeexceptional
parts
of an F-interrelated
worldmaybe indirectlylinkedby a chainof relationsfrom
F, ratherthandirectlylinkedby a singlerelationfromF. Worlds,then,maybe
almostgloballyF-unified,butstillnotlocallyF-unified.
14 Lewis (1986), p. 71. I henceforthspeakonly of unification;
the difference
betweeninterrelatedness
andunificationplaysno rolein whatfollows.
15 For an early discussionof the possibilitythat space and time are not
fundamental,
andfurtherreferences,see Smart(1963),pp.44-6.
16 Symmetries
at the actualworldsuggestthatchargeandhandednessarecoordinate:eitherbothor neitherare intrinsic.But handednessis not intrinsic.For
example,a right-handed
glovecanbe superimposed
upona left-handed
gloveby
takinga tripthroughhigher-dimensional
space.
17 Lewis (1986),pp. 77-8. Lewis says no more:the amplifications
considered
belowarenothis.
18 Roughly speaking.For some discussionand supportingargument,see
Armstrong
(1989),pp. 84-6.
19 Lewis mentionsthis objection,but does not endorseit. See Lewis (1986),
77.
Leta andb be two duplicates.Then,theorderedpairs<a, a> and<a, b> are
internalduplicates,butonlythelatteris a non-identity
pair.So, non-identity
is not
internal.Lettheorderedpairs<c, d> and<e,f> be externalduplicates.
Thenthere
is a one-to-onecorrespondence
takingc to e andd tof whichis impossibleunless
bothpairs,or neither,arenon-identity
pairs.So, nonidentity
is external.
21 Warning:
thereis a broadersenseof 'natural'afootthatis nottiedtoqualitative
it appliesalso to "fundamental"
character;
logical (or mathematical)
properties
andrelations.Thebroadernotionis neededto helpresolveindeterminacy
of the
contentof thought.See Lewis(1983),pp. 373-7.
22 Thefailureto distinguish
betweenqualitativerelations,whichcanunifytheir
instances,andnon-qualitative
relationslike non-identity,
whichcannot,appears
to be behindthe idealistdoctrinethatthereis unityin everyplurality.See, for
example,Bradley(1893),pp. 140-3 on theunityof theAbsolute.
23 Whataboutuses of classesin mathematics?
As I see it, the"pure"setsneeded
formathematics
arenotas problematic
as the"impure"
classes,classeswithparts
of worldsas theirmembers(ormembers'members,etc.) Necessaryconnections
areathomein therealmof mathematics.
Perhapsonlythe"impure"
classesneed
to go.
24 See Lewis
(1991).
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I give my argumentsin Bricker(forthcoming).See also Armstrong(1989).
In Bricker (forthcoming),I argue that the problem of island universes, and a
numberof others,can best be solved by emending the standardanalysisof modality: modal operatorsare plural, ratherthan individual,quantifiersover possible
worlds;to be possible is to be trueat some world, or some worlds.
27 Portions of this paper were presentedin talks at PrincetonUniversity and at
the Universityof Massachusetts,Amherst.Thanksespecially to David Lewis for
helpful comments.
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